
Report on the workshop�Numerial methods in moleular simulation�(7-11 april 2008, Bonn, Germany)
April 22, 20081 Summary1.1 Organizational detailsThe workshop took plae in Bonn, in the framework of the HIM Junior Hausdor� SemesterProgram, from 7th April to 11th April. See the webpage:http ://ermis.enp.fr/∼stoltz/Bonn/workshop.htmlIt was organized by:

• Frédéri Legoll(2,3),
• Tony Lelièvre(1,3),
• Mathias Rousset4,
• Gabriel Stoltz(1,3).with the following institutional a�liations:
• (1) CERMICS, Eole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, 6 et 8 av. Blaise Pasal, 77455Marne la Vallée, FRANCE.
• (2) LAMI, Eole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, 6 et 8 av. Blaise Pasal, 77455Marne la Vallée, FRANCE.
• (3) INRIA Roquenourt, MiMa projet-team, B.P. 105, 78153 Le Chesnay, FRANCE.
• (4) INRIA Lille Nord-Europe, Simpaf projet-team, Par Sienti�que de la Haute Borne40, avenue Halley bat. A, Park Plaza 59650 Villeneuve d'Asq, FRANCE.
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1.2 Sienti� programThe purpose of the workshop was to study numerial questions raised by moleular dynamissimulations. Suh simulations represent today a huge part of the CPU time used by sientistsbut this �eld has not yet been overed a lot by numerial analysts and experts in sienti� om-puting. These simulations are related to many unexplored and interesting topis in numerialanalysis and sienti� omputing.The workshop onsisted in four letures and sixteen ontributed talks. The letures weregiven by:
• Wim Briels: Coarse graining of soft matter systems,
• Pierre Del Moral: Partile Rare Event Stohasti Simulation Methods,
• Arnaud Guillin: Long time behavior of Markov proesses: Various approahes,
• Raz Kupfermann: Averaging and oarse-graining: the mathematis of modeling.1.3 Sienti� ontent and ahievementsDuring this workshop, the following topis have been overed:
• Numerial and theoretial analysis of sampling algorithms,
• Model redution and e�etive dynamis,
• Monte-Carlo methods for quantum hemistry,
• Free energy omputation.One of the main ahievement of this workshop was to bring together people from variousommunities, ranging from mathematis to omputational biology, inluding numerial anal-ysis, mathematial physis and hemistry. Many students attended the workshop and had theopportunity to learn from this mixed program.1.4 Funding of the workshopThe workshop was hosted by the Hausdor� Institute for Researh. This institution paid forloal expenses (hotel and per diem) for all partiipants, and the travel expenses for the fourleturers listed in setion 1.2. We asked for a ESF grant of 9500 euros to over the travelexpenses of the other partiipants. The funding of the ESF is aknowledged on the workshopwebpage, and was also aknowledged on the printed program given to eah partiipant.
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2 Desription of the sienti� ontent of and disussion at theevent2.1 Numerial and theoretial analysis of sampling algorithmsMany problems in moleular dynamis onsist in omputing the average of some funtionalwith respet to a probability measure in a high-dimensional spae. Monte Carlo methods arethe method of hoie, and partiularly Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods whih are based onstohasti perturbations of deterministi moleular dynamis. The leture of Arnaud Guillinreviewed the mathematial tehniques that an be used to measure the onvergene rate ofthe above sampling tehniques.The sampling e�ieny is however usually limited by some metastability in the dynamis.The system typially spends a lot of time in one metastable state, before hopping to another,and the interesting part of the dynamis is this rare event. For example, the di�erene offree energy between these two states is an important quantity to ompute, sine it is relatedto the likelihood of these states. Cosmin Marinia presented one method to overome suhmetastabilities, and its appliation to the ase of interstitial atoms in metals.More generally, Pierre Del Moral, in his leture, introdued a general mathematial frame-work to improve straightforward sampling strategies by seleting several replias of a samesystem, simulated synhronously in parallel. A possible appliation is simulated annealing,for whih Andreas Eberle presented reent re�ned mathematial onvergene results.Finally, Aline Kurtzmann disussed the onvergene of some self avoiding random walks.This seems to be a onvenient mathematial framework for proving the onvergene of someadaptive methods to ompute free energy di�erenes.2.2 Model redution and e�etive dynamisOne di�ulty in moleular simulation is the presene of a large spetrum of time and spaesales. Two letures were devoted to model redution and e�etive dynamis, as well as manyontributed talks. To lassify the numerous ontributions, it is onvenient to distinguishbetween equilibrium properties (leture by Wim Briel, talks by Markos Katsoulakis and Dim-itrios Tsagkarogiannis) and dynamis or dynamial properties (leture by Raz Kupferman andtalks by Carsten Hartmann, Cedri Bernardin, Greg Pavliotis and Stephan De Bievre).Another interesting distintion is whether the e�etive properties are reovered throughsome time sale separation (typially, slow vs. fast times) or through some thermodynamilimit (when the number of partiles goes to in�nity).Two prototypial appliations were onsidered in many talks: oarse graining of polymerhains, and redution of the number of degrees of freedom for heat baths. Polymer hains aretypially long and ompliated moleules, whih are omputationally expensive to simulate.It is interesting to have some redued desription of the (non newtonian) polymeri �uidsby resorting to some dumbbell model where a polymer is viewed as a hain of 'blobs', eah'blob' standing for a portion of the hain. The aim of the oarse graining proedure is topropose a reasonable interation between the blobs. Heat baths desribed by a olletion ofdeterministi osillators are another interesting example. Suh models are interesting to deriveonstant temperature dynamis from deterministi systems.
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2.3 Monte Carlo for quantum hemistryThe Di�usion Monte Carlo (DMC) method is a stohasti method to estimate the ground stateenergy E0 of a N -body Shrödinger hamiltonian H = −

1

2
∆+V with high auray. It onsistsin writing E0 as the long-time limit of an expetation value of a drift-di�usion proess witha soure term, and in numerially simulating this proess by means of a olletion of randomwalkers with some interating seletion mehanism. As for a number of stohasti methods,a DMC alulation makes use of an importane sampling funtion ψI whih is used as a driftpotential in the random walkers motion, and hopefully approximates some ground state ψ0 of

H. In the fermioni ase, the DMC method is biased, exept in the speial ase when thenodal surfaes (the zeros) of ψI oinide with those of a ground state of H (Fixed NodeApproximation (FNA)). The mathematial analysis of the FNA has been presented by Ben-jamin Jourdain, as well as a areful numerial analysis of a benhmark one dimensional system.Roland Assaraf omplemented this talk by presenting a new method to ompute energy deriva-tives (hene, linear response properties), whih were until now plagued by statistial errors.Finally, Sylvain Maire presented another appliation of the above mentioned strategies toompute ground state energies in a di�erent ontext.2.4 Free energy omputationFor systems in the anonial ensemble, many methods exist to ompute free energy di�erenesbetween two metastable states indexed by a reation oordinate. One an roughly distin-guish between four lasses of method : thermodynami integration (whih uses onstraineddynamis and homogeneous Markov proesses), perturbation methods (whih are basiallyimportane sampling methods), out of equilibrium dynamis (like the Jarzynski method, typ-ially based on non-homogeneous Markov proesses) and adaptive methods (like the WangLandau method, adaptive biasing fore method, metadynamis, typially based on non-linearMarkov proesses). Many questions are raised by these methods and their disretizations.Manuel Athènes presented new path sampling tehniques to enhane the auray ofJarzynski like methods. Volodymyr Babin and Chris Chipot desribed new appliations ofadaptive biasing methods in moleular biology. Finally, Paul Fleurat-Lessard ompared theresults obtained on a simple benhmark system with di�erent parametrizations of a thermo-dynami transformation.
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3 Assessment of the results and impat of the event on thefuture diretion of the �eldThis workshop was the opportunity for applied sientists (be they physiists, biologists orhemists) to learn how mathematiians assess the quality of some modeling assumption ordynamis. The applied mathematiians, on the other hand, were onfronted to new andhallenging problems, whih were presented in a pedagogial manner. The interations thatgrew out of the workshop led to the following researh traks:
• Many tehniques are now available to perform e�ient model redutions at equilibrium.In partiular, the error related to the approximation of e�etive hamiltonian by two-body potentials an now be assessed. This give a rationale for a systemati derivation ofoarse-grained potentials for omplex systems suh as biologial moleules and polymers.
• On the other hand, exept in speial ases where a lear separation of sales is arti�iallyintrodued, most remains to be done on the redution of dynamis. In partiular, nosystemati study of losure approximations on the dynamis has been undertaken. Thisis a very relevant subjet for future researh.
• In moleular dynamis, pratiionners are not used to simulating many replias of thesame system in parallel, and to use information exhange to aelerate the onvergene ofthe algorithms. There are now plenty of tehniques whih have proven their e�ieny foromplex Monte Carlo omputations, espeially in quantum hemistry. In partiular, itwould be interesting to apply these tehniques for free energy omputations and oarse-graining.
• To study the onvergene of stohasti dynamial systems to equilibrium, many methodsexist, but they are in general not able to distinguish between loal e�ets and globalproperties. For example, tehniques based on funtional inequalities lead to boundswhih only rely on the properties of the sampled potential outside a bounded set of theon�guration spae. This is learly not su�ient to obtain sharp results, espeially tounderstand metastability. Tehniques to obtain estimates using loal properties of thesampled measure need to be developed.
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4 Final program of the meeting and partiipants listTable 1: Partiipants listPartiipant Institution CountryBenedite Aguer Laboratoire Painleve et INRIA, Villeneuve d'Asq FraneRoland Assaraf Laboratoire de Chimie Théorique, Paris 6 FraneManuel Athènes CEA Salay FraneVolodymyr Babin Dpt of Physis, North Carolina State University USACedri Bernardin UMPA, ENS Lyon FraneWim Briels University of Twente The NetherlandsChristophe Chipot Université Henri Poinaré, Nany FraneIsmaïla Dabo CERMICS - ENPC FraneStephan De Bièvre Université de Lille FranePierre Del Moral INRIA Bordeaux FraneAndreas Eberle Universität Bonn GermanyPaul Fleurat-Lessard Laboratoire de Chimie, ENS Lyon FraneArnaud Guillin Université de Marseille FraneCarsten Hartmann Institut für Mathematik, Freie Universität Berlin GermanyBenjamin Jourdain CERMICS - ENPC FraneMarkos Katsoulakis Dpt of Mathematis and Statistis, U. Massuhussetts USARaz Kupferman Institute of Mathematis, The Hebrew University IsraelAline Kurtzmann Mathematial Institute, Oxford UKFrédéri Legoll LAMI - ENPC FraneTony Lelièvre CERMICS - ENPC FraneSylvain Maire Université du sud Toulon-Var FraneCosmin Marinia CEA Salay FraneKimiya Minoukadeh CERMICS - ENPC FraneAndrei Osipov Institute of Mathematis, The Hebrew University IsraelGreg Pavliotis Department of Mathematis, Imperial College UKMathias Rousset INRIA Lille FraneRaphaël Roux CERMICS - ENPC FraneGabriel Stoltz CERMICS - ENPC and IMPMC, Paris 6 FraneDimitrios Tsagkarogiannis MPI Leipzig Germany
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Table 2: Final programMonday09:30-10:30 Welome and o�ee10:30-11:00 Opening remarks11:00-12:30 Wim BrielsCoarse graining of soft matter systems12:30-14:00 Lunh14:00-15:30 Arnaud GuillinLong time behavior of Markov proesses: Various approahes15:30-16:00 Co�ee break16:00-16:45 Chris ChipotReation oordinates versus order parameters in free energy alulations16:45-17:30 Aline KurtzmannSelf-interating di�usions18:30-20:00 Wine and bretzel reeption at HIM
Tuesday09:00-10:30 Wim BrielsCoarse graining of soft matter systems (2)10:30-11:00 Co�ee break11:00-11:45 Cosmin MariniaStability and mobility of small interstitials lusters in iron11:45-12:30 Paul Fleurat-LessardA hemist view on reation path12:30-14:00 Lunh14:00-15:30 Arnaud GuillinLong time behavior of Markov proesses: Various approahes (2)15:30-16:00 Co�ee break16:00-16:45 Volodymyr BabinAdaptively Biased Moleular Dynamis for Free Energy Calulations16:45-17:30 Manuel AthènesMapping equilibrium and non-equilibrium entropy landsapes from path-sampling
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Wednesday09:00-10:30 Pierre Del MoralPartile Rare Event Stohasti Simulation Methods10:30-11:00 Co�ee break11:00-11:45 Benjamin JourdainNumerial analysis of the QMC method in a simple ase11:45-12:30 Roland AssarafToward an exat alulation of energy derivatives in Di�usion Monte Carlo12:30-14:00 Lunh14:00-15:30 Raz KupfermanAveraging and oarse-graining: the mathematis of modeling15:30-16:00 Co�ee break16:00-16:45 Sylvain MaireA Monte Carlo method to ompute prinipal eigenelements of some linear operators16:45-17:30 Andreas EberleQuantitative approximations of evolving probability measuresThursday09:15-10:45 Pierre Del MoralPartile Rare Event Stohasti Simulation Methods (2)10:45-11:00 Co�ee break11:00-11:45 Carsten HartmannModel redution for partially-observed stohasti di�erential equations11:45-12:30 Markos KatsoulakisCoarse-graining and reonstrution for many-partile stohasti systems12:30-14:00 Lunh14:00-15:30 Raz KupfermannAveraging and oarse-graining: the mathematis of modeling (2)15:30-16:00 Co�ee break16:00-16:45 Dimitrios TsagkarogiannisReonstrution shemes for oarse-grained models20:00-22:00 Conferene dinnerFriday09:00-09:45 Cedri BernardinFourier law for Hamiltonian mirosopi dynamis perturbed by a onservative noise10:00-10:45 Greg PavliotisFrom ballisti to di�usive motion in periodi potentials10:30-11:00 Co�ee break11:00-11:45 Stephan De BievreMotion through an osillator hain: di�usion and linear response11:45-12:00 Closing remarks 8


